



































































































Sometimes!teaching!feels!like!an!extraordinary!price!to!pay!for!the!freedom!to!write!poems.!I!find!myself!increasingly!unable!to!write—to!make!contact!with!my!work—while!I’m!‘talking!out’!so!much,!burning!a!hole!in!my!silence…!Sometimes!I!want!my!silence!back—my!right!to!silence—really!desperately.!(Wunderlich,!1996,!p.!3)!David!Lehman!echoes!Gessner!and!Graham’s!sentiments!in!his!humorous!poem!“With!Tenure.”!!!!WITH!TENURE!!! If!Ezra!Pound!were!alive!today!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ! (and!he!is)!!! he'd!be!teaching!!! at!a!small!college!in!the!Pacific!Northwest!! and!attending!the!annual!convention!!! of!writing!instructors!in!St.!Louis!!! and!railing!against!tenure,!!! saying!tenure!!! is!a!ladder!whose!rungs!slip!out!! from!under!the!scholar!as!he!climbs!! upwards!to!empty!heaven!! by!the!angels!abandoned!! for!tenure!killeth!the!spirit!! (with!tenure!no!man!becomes!master)!
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! Texts!are!unwritten!with!tenure,!!! under!the!microscope,!sous&rature&! it!turneth!the!scholar!into!a!drone!! decayeth!the!pipe!in!his!jacket's!breast!pocket.!!































anything,!can!we!learn!about!“systematic!creativity”!from!examining!the!work!of!an!accomplished!poet!who!operates!outside!of!academe?!(McGurl,!2010,!p.!69).!! Ryan’s!relationship!with!cliché!offers!insight!into!her!unique!sensibility.!The!use!of!cliché!in!poetry!is!generally!considered!an!indicator!of!inexperience!or!unoriginality.!!Clichés,!by!definition,!are!ready,made!phrases!that!were!once!considered!original!and!striking!but!that!have!lost!their!power!through!overuse.!!As!a!student!in!graduate!writing!program,!I!quickly!learned!that!clichés!were!anathema!to!the!members!of!a!workshop.!!Not!surprisingly,!Ryan!embraces!and!celebrates!the!cliché!often!using!it!as!a!jumping!off!point!for!her!poems.!A!self,described!“rehabilitator!of!clichés,”!Ryan!says,!“I!often!find!myself!thinking!in!clichés.!I’ll!urge!myself!on!with!various!bromides!and!chasten!myself!with!others.!When!I!want!to!write!they’re!one!way!to!start!thinking!because!they’re!so!metaphorically!rich”!(Fay,!2007,!p.!7).!!She!explains!that!her!poems!often!begin!“the!way!an!oyster!does,!with!an!aggravation”!and!lead!to!an!investigation!of!what!an!expression!means.!(Lund,!2004,!p.!2).!Her!poem!“It’s!Always!Darkest!Before!the!Dawn”!from!Say&Uncle!(2000)!is!a!classic!example:!!! But!how!dark!! is!darkest?!! Does!it!get!! jet—or!tar—!black;!does!it!glint!and!increase!
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! Only!a!certain!!! claque!of!beasts!! is!part!of!the!!! crèche!racket!!! forming!a!!! steamy,breathed!! semicircle!! around!the!!! baby!basket.!!! Anything!more!! exotic!than!!! a!camel!! is!out!of!luck!! this!season.!!! Not!that!the!!! excluded!animals!envy!! the!long,lashed!! sycophants;!!! cormorants!
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! don’t!toady,!! nor!do!toads!! adore!anybody!! for!any!reason.!!! Nor!do!the!!! unchosen!alligators,!! grinning!their!three,foot!grin!as!they!laze!in!the!blankety!waters!like!the!blankets!on!Him.!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Ryan,!2010,!pp.!156,157)!Here!she!teases!rhyme!out!the!most!unlikely!places!and!constructs!pockets!of!sound!with!a!distinctive!quirkiness.!!Particularly!noteworthy!rhymes!include!“crèche!racket”!with!“baby!basket,”!“sycophants”!with!“cormorants,”!“nor!do”!with!“adore,”!and!“three,foot!grin”!with!“blankets!on!Him.”!!Similarly!inventive!sound!clusters!can!be!found!in!virtually!all!of!Ryan’s!poems.!! One!of!Ryan’s!fundamental!beliefs!about!rhyme!is!that!it!is!generative.!She!told!the!audience!at!the!2010!Dodge!Poetry!Festival,!“If!you!launch!a!boat!it!will!want!to!survive”!(Ryan,!2010).!!Ryan’s!poem!“Bait!Goat”!explores!the!generative!nature!of!rhyme!and!its!ability!to!attract!the!necessary!components!to!ensure!the!survival!of!the!poem’s!triggering!words.!!
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!! There!is!a!!! distance!where!! magnets!pull,!! we!feel,!having!!held!them!back.!Likewise!there!is!a!!distance!where!words!attract.!Set!one!out!!like!a!bait!goat!and!wait!and!!seven!others!will!approach.!But!watch!out:!Roving!packs!can!!pull!your!word!away.!You!find!your!stake!yanked!and!some!rough!bunch!!to!thank.!
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! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Ryan,!2010,!p.!5)!The!poem!functions!as!a!demonstration!of!the!poem’s!subject!which!is!the!generative!nature!of!language.!The!poem!suggests!that!a!single!word!works!like!a!“bait!goat”!waiting!for!others!to!approach!it!and!that!“roving!packs”!of!attracted!words!can!“pull!your!word!away”!and!ultimately!interrupt!a!writer’s!preconceived!intention.!!The!poem!addresses!what!Ryan!calls!the!“magical!property—maybe!a!mystical!property—of!rhyme”!(Carty,!2006,!p.!2).!!According!to!Ryan,!“certain!words!seem!to!beg!for!a!rhyme,!beg!to!be!rhymed”!(Carty,!2006,!p.!2).!!Of!her!need!to!“gratify!that!urge”!Ryan!explains!that!rhyme!contributes!to!her!work!in!unexpected!ways!because!it!“shakes![her]!loose!from![her]!intentions”!(Carty,!2006,!p.!2).!!She!refers!to!rhyme’s!generative!power!as!a!“gift”!(Chai,!2011,!p.!2).!! While!rhyme!and!cliché!are!arguably!the!two!most!unfashionable!and!yet!distinctive!elements!in!Ryan’s!poetry,!the!form!of!her!poems!and!absence!of!the!pronoun!“I”!are!also!noteworthy!features!that!distinguish!her!work!from!that!of!other!contemporary!poets.!!One!need!only!fan!through!any!of!Ryan’s!eight!collections!of!poetry!to!recognize!the!shortness!of!her!poems!and!the!brevity!of!her!lines.!!Most!of!Ryan’s!poems!are!less!than!twenty!lines!and!each!of!her!lines!typically!contains!less!than!six!syllables.!!In!a!review!of!The&Best&of&It!(2010)!poetry!critic!Dwight!Garner!described!Ryan’s!poems!as!“slim!as!runway!models,!so!tiny!you!could!almost!tweet!them”!(Garner,!2010,!p.!1).!!Others!have!compared!Ryan’s!compact!poems!to!the!short!humorous!piano!pieces!of!composer!Erik!Satie!and!to!Faberge!eggs.!
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! Ryan!attributes!her!fondness!for!short!lines!to!the!power!they!convey.!!She!explains,!“Edges!are!the!most!powerful!parts!of!the!poem.!The!more!edges!you!have!the!more!power!you!have.!They!make!the!poem!more!permeable,!more!exposed”!(Fay,!2007,!p.!9).!!Ryan’s!poem!“Say!Uncle”!provides!a!prime!example!of!a!poem’s!edges!at!work.!!! Every!day!! you!say,!! Just&one&











Poems!(2010)!from!this!resolutely!impersonal!poet!is!an!elegy!titled!“After!Zeno”!written!when!she!was!twenty!years!old!for!her!deceased!father.!!! When!he!was!! I!was.!! But!I!still!am!! and!he!is!still.!!! Where!is!is!! when!is!is!was?!! I!have!an!is!! but!where!is!his?!!! Now!here—!! no!where:!such!a!little!fatal!pause.!! There!is!no!sense!in!past!tense.!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Ryan,!2010,!p.!29)!Here!Ryan!invokes!Zeno’s!paradox!of!the!arrow!to!futilely!prove!her!father’s!eternal!presence!through!the!infinite!divisibility!of!time.!!This!forty,five!word!poem!written!
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in!1965!provides!early!evidence!of!the!wordplay!and!compression!that!have!become!hallmarks!of!her!writing.!!The!diction!in!“After!Zeno”!is!simple!and!stripped,down!using!only!twenty,four!distinct!words!and!only!one!disyllabic!word!in!the!poem’s!body!(the!other!forty,two!are!monosyllabic).!!The!wordplay!relies!on!subtle!shifts!of!language.!!For!example,!she!establishes!her!father’s!absence!in!the!lines!“But!I!still!am/and!he!is!still.”!!Using!the!dual!denotative!meanings!of!the!word!“still”!and!shifting!the!syntax!in!the!two!lines!so!that!!“still”!transforms!from!adverb!to!adjective,!Ryan!cleverly!illuminates!the!divide!between!life!and!death.!!Similarly,!with!the!switch!of!a!space!to!divide!words!in!lines!nine!and!ten,!Ryan!transforms!“Now!here—”!to!“no!where.”!!The!dash!here!serves!as!a!kind!of!representation!of!“such!a!little/fatal!pause.”!!Though!the!economy!of!language!and!wordplay!in!“After!Zeno”!are!representative!of!Ryan’s!poetics,!the!subject!matter!marks!a!distinct!departure!from!her!typical!work.!! More!typical!examples!of!Ryan’s!subject!matter!can!be!found!in!Ryan’s!poems!“Reverse!Drama”!and!“Blandeur.”!Both!poems!address!a!desire!to!dampen!life’s!emotional!intensity!and!to!offer!sensory!relief.!The!poems!can!also!be!read!as!a!reflection!of!Ryan’s!distaste!for!heightened,!revelatory,!or!sentimental!displays!of!emotion!in!poetry.!!! REVERSE!DRAMA!! Lightning,!but!not!bright.!!Thunder,!but!not!loud.!
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Sometimes!something!in!the!sky!connects!to!something!in!the!ground!in!ways!we!don’t!expect!and!more!or!less!miss!except!through!reverse!drama:!things!were!heightened!!and!now!they’re!calmer.!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Ryan,!2010,!p.!247)!The!opening!lines!“Lightning,!but!not!bright./!Thunder,!but!not!loud”!work!as!a!kind!of!metaphor!for!the!intellectual!heft!and!simultaneous!linguistic!lightness!present!in!Ryan’s!poems.!!“Blandeur,”!the!second!example!of!a!poem!that!addresses!emotional!intensity,!uses!an!invented!word!for!its!title!that!is!a!derivative!of!“grandeur.”!!! BLANDEUR!!! If!it!please!God,!! let!less!happen.!! Even!out!Earth’s!! rondure,!flatten!! Eiger,!blanden!! the!Grand!Canyon.!! Make!valleys!
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found!in!lyric!poetry!and!offers!an!untraditional!self,portrait!through!myth.!The!poem!begins:!!! ! ! ! ! !!!!1!!The!gesture!like!a!fruit!torn!from!a!limb,!torn!swiftly.!!! ! ! ! ! !!!!2!!The!whole!bough!bending!then!springing!back!as!if!from!sudden!sight.!!! ! ! ! ! !!!!!3!!The!rip!in!the!fabric!where!the!action!begins,!the!opening!of!the!narrow!!passage.!!! ! ! ! ! !!!!!4!!The!passage!along!the!arc!of!denouement!once!the!plot!has!begun,!like!a!limb,!the!buds!in!it!cinched!and!numbered,!outside!the!true!story!really,!outside!of!improvisation,!moving!along!day!by!day!into!the!sweet!appointment.!!
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! ! ! ! ! !!!!!5!!But!what!else!could!they!have!done,!these!two,!sick!of!beginning,!!revolving!in!place!like!a!thing!seen,!dumb,!blind,!rooted!in!the!eye!that’s!watching,!ridden!and!ridden!by!that!slowest!of!glances!the!passage!of!time!staring!and!staring!until!the!entrails!show.!!! ! ! ! ! !!!!6!!Every!now!and!then!a!quick!rain!for!no!reason,!!! ! ! ! ! !!!!7!!a!wind!moving!round!all!sides,!a!wind!shaking!the!points!of!view!out!!like!the!last!bits!of!rain…!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Graham,!1995,!p.!54)! !Here!Graham!“shak[es]!the!points!of!view!out”!of!the!archetypal!Genesis!myth!by!offering!a!series!of!narrative!snapshots!that!problematize!the!nature!of!narration.!!Vendler!explains,!!Formally!speaking,!‘smooth’!uninterrupted,!unproblematic!narration!can!no!longer,!for!Graham,!represent!experience,!which!is!forever!probing,!tentative,!anticipatory,!and!open,ended,!truly!represented!only!when!the!slow!
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increments!by!which!it!happens!are!mimicked!in!unmistakable!linguistic!patterns!of!hesitation!and!inquiry!and!gradual!realization.!!(Vendler!1995,!p.!10)!The!fall!of!Eden!serves!as!a!figure!of!departure!from!“unproblematic!narration.”!!The!poem!highlights,!“the!feeling!of!being!a!digression!not!the!link!in!the!argument,/!a!new!direction,!an!offshoot,!the!limb!going!on!elsewhere,”!(Graham,!1995,!p.!54).!Given!its!emphasis!on!digression,!interruption,!and!the!instability!of!narrative,!Graham’s!poem!can!be!read!as!a!kind!of!ode!to!provisionality.!For!Graham,!the!self,portrait!she!renders!in!“Self,Portrait!as!the!Gesture!Between!Them”!is!a!provisional!product!of!montage!as!are!the!four!other!self,portraits!she!includes!in!The&End&of&
Beauty!(1999).27!!From!one!self,portrait!to!the!next,!her!mythological!personae!change!and!one!gets!the!sense!that!nothing!Graham!says!counts!as!final.!! In!the!final!self,portrait!titled!“Self,Portrait!as!Demeter!and!Persephone”!Graham!depicts!Persephone’s!experience!in!hell.!Graham!writes,!!! She!watched!the!smoke!where!it!began!what!it!left!off!! What!will!I!recognize!to!have!been!she!thought!! smoke!smoke!her!fingers!her!eyes!like!static!all!over!it!! Surely!I!can!find!it!the!point!of!departure!she!put!her!hand!in!!! The!birds!the!beaks!of!the!birds!the!song!the!heard!song!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!27!Stephen!Burt!(2009)!cites!John!Ashberry!as!being!an!enormously!influential!poet!for!Ellipticals.!!It!seems!to!me!that!Graham’s!“Self!Portrait!as!the!Gesture!Between!Them”!is!in!conversation!with!Ashberry’s!poem!“Self!Portrait!in!a!Convex!Mirror”!which!considers!Francesco!Parmigianino’s!painting!“Self!Portrait!in!a!Convex!Mirror.”!!The!convex!mirror!present!in!both!the!Parmigianino’s!painting!and!Ashberry’s!poem!serve!as!a!logical!launching!poet!for!a!consideration!of!the!problems!of!self,portraiture!and!of!ekphrastic!representation!in!the!literary!arts.!!
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! She!reached!in!what!is!it!begins!at!the!end!she!thought!! Where!is!the!skin!of!the!minutes!will!it!ever!come!off!She!reached!in!there!was!no!underneath!what!was!this!coiling!over!her!fingers!She!reached!in!she!could!go!no!further!she!was!sealed!off!It!pushed!back!against!her!it!was!hell!she!could!finally!lean!It!was!the!given!and!it!was!finally!given!!In!considering!Graham’s!influence!on!other!Elliptical!poets,!“Self!Portrait!as!Demeter!and!Persephone”!is!noteworthy!because!of!its!ungrammatical!syntax!and!narrative!incoherence.!Without!punctuation,!semantic!units!and!sentences!are!indistinct,!there!are!no!pauses!or!transitions,!and!the!poem!functions!as!a!compilation!of!unwieldy!slippages.!!A!line!such!as!“She!reached!in!what!is!it!begins!at!the!end!she!thought”!reads!as!a!nonsensical!collection!of!unhinged!words.!!Here,!Graham!demonstrates!the!Elliptical’s!penchant!for!violating!decorum,!exploding!assumptions!about!what!belongs!in!a!poem,!and!undermining!the!coherence!of!speaking!selves.!!! Similarly,!in!Sea&Change!(2008),!Graham!uses!minimal!punctuation!and!relies!primarily!on!the!dash!and!ampersand!for!brief!moments!of!linguistic!order.!For!example,!the!sprawling!ninety,three!line!poem!“Undated!Lullaby”!begins,!!I!go!out!and!there!she!is!still!of!course!sitting!on!the!nest,!dead,center!in,!! ! ! ! ! !!!visible!in!our!flowing!big,!! ! ! ! ! !!!headed!
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still!young!and!staked!acacia,!crown!an!almost!! ! ! ! ! !!!perfect!! ! ! ! ! !!!circle,!dark!greens!blurring!now!in!this!high!wind,!wrestling!it,!compliant!too—billion,mouthed!transformer!of!!! ! ! ! !! !!!sun!and!the!carbon—molecule!! ! ! ! ! !!!&!you!have!to!stand!still!and!!! ! ! ! ! !!!look!in!to!see!her,!there!where!the!wind!splits!open!the!head,!slashes!the!branches,!&!you!see!her,!!! ! ! ! ! !!!&!her!head!does!not!even!turn!or!! ! ! ! ! !!!tuck—!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Graham,!2008,!p.!51)!What!makes!“Undated!Lullaby”!and!many!of!the!collection’s!other!poems!distinct!is!their!orderly!and!unusual!lineation!(the!lineation!is!consistent!throughout!Sea&
Change)!combined!with!the!near!absence!of!punctuation.!!Vendler!argues!that,!!! In!Sea&Change,!Graham!has!declared!herself!for!simultaneity!to!such!an!!extent!that!she!has!in!effect!eliminated!punctuation!whenever!she!can…!Graham!is!willing!to!sacrifice!punctuation!and!uniform!line,length!to!her!driving!subjects!in!Sea&Change:!personal!death,!death!of!the!earth,!and!death!of!humane!action…!Graham!is!acutely!conscious!of!the!falsity!of!bounded!and!orderly!utterance!to!the!conception—impossible!to!shut!out!in!middle!age—!of!life!as!a!panorama!of!severely!limited!horizon.!(Vendler,!2008,!p.!3)!I!believe!that!for!the!seventy,nine!year,old!Vendler!who!has!dedicated!her!entire!life!to!poetry,!encountering!“such!an!unprecedented!type!of!lineation”!from!a!poet!she!
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me!’!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Harvey,!2004,!p.!23)!Here!Harvey!satirizes!narrative!by!humorously!breaking!it!down!into!its!component!parts!and!exposing!them!to!examination.!On!its!most!basic!level!the!poem!is!an!account!of!the!generic!“First!Person,”!“Second!Person,”!and!“Third!Person”!interacting!in!odd!ways.!!Harvey!mocks!the!common!presumption!that!narrative!provides!a!complete!or!accurate!account!of!unique!individuals!by!inserting!the!surreal!imaginings!of!the!three!generic!“people”!(“Third/!Person!thought!First!Person!was!the!toilet!paper!trailing!from!Third!Person’s/!shoe,”!“Third!Person!was!a!layer!of!tar!on!a!gorgeous!pink!nautilus,!a!foot/!on!a!fountain,!a!ton!hiding!the!macaroons”).!!Harvey!stretches!these!details!to!their!most!absurd!limits!as!if!to!highlight!the!impossibility!of!narrative!accuracy!and!to!demonstrate!the!great!lengths!one!must!go!to!generate!fresh!stories!of!the!self.!As!with!Graham,!Harvey!demonstrates!a!mistrust!of!narrative!forms.!Tony!Hoagland!(2006)!attributes!this!stance!to!the!fact!that!“narrative!poetry!in!America!has!been!tainted!by!its!over,use!in!thousands!of!confessional!poems”!(Hoagland,!2006,!p.!4).!!He!explains,!“the!inadvertent!sentimentality!and!narcissism!of!many!such!poems!have!imparted!the!odor!of!indulgence!to!narrative.!Our!vision!of!narrative!possibilities!has!been!narrowed!by!so!many!first!person!autobiographical!stories,!then!drowned!in!a!flood!of!pathos!poems”!(Hoagland,!2006,!p.!4).!!!Hoagland!believes!that!“First!Person!Fabulous”!“suggests!the!essential!egotism!of!all!first!person!narrative”!(Hoagland,!2006,!p.!3).!!Harvey’s!cartoonish!“First!Person”!feels!“the!delicious!rush/!of!‘I!this’!and!‘I!that’”!and!longs!to!eliminate!
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“Third!Person”!and!then!cry!out!“‘I!did!it!!Yes,!dahlings,!it!was/!me!’”!I!believe!Harvey’s!prose!poem!further!accentuates!“First!Person’s”!absurd!longing!for!independence!by!ending!the!poem!with!the!one!word!line!“me!”!!In!displaying!“me!”!on!its!own!tiny!pedestal,!the!final!line!functions!as!a!mock!heroic!moment!of!giddy!self,indulgence.!Harvey’s!“Introduction”!poems!from!her!second!book!Sad&Little&Breathing&
Machine&(2004),!demonstrate!her!commitment!to!disjunction.!!Used!to!divide!the!book!into!sections,!these!“introductory”!poems’!subject!matter!is!wide!ranging!(“Introduction!to!Circumference,”!“Introduction!to!the!End,”!and!“Introduction!to!Narrative”)!and!sometimes!darkly!playful!(“Introduction!to!Addiction”!and!“Introduction!to!a!Diction”).!!Each!of!the!nine!“Introduction”!poems!utilizes!the!Elliptical!techniques!of!fragmentation!and!parataxis!and!strongly!reflects!Graham’s!influence.!“Introduction!to!Eden,”!echoes!the!opacity!present!in!so!much!of!Graham’s!work.!!!! INTRODUCTION!TO!EDEN!!! Call!me!What!You!Will.!!! This!for!your!complicated!hands—!! my!best!mechanical!tree.!!!! Test?! ! ! ! !!!!!No!thank!you.!
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mine!and!make!sense!of!what!Harvey!refers!to!as!her!“complex!machinations”!(Harvey,!n.d.,!p.!1).!!!Like!her!other!“engine!poems,”!“No!More!Frisson!Please”!reads!an!impenetrable!experiment.!!NO!MORE!FRISSON!PLEASE!! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!Engine:!I!must!look!nice!! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!—><—!!! Irrelevant,&irrelevant!sang!! the!xylophone!to!the!mallet,!!! though!without!it!plinking!! were!impossible.!The!ether!!! wasn’t!working!either.!! We!could!still!see!budgies.!!! The!whole!house!waited!! while!you!twirled!in!a!tiny!divan!!! between!your!fingers.!! Ever!tempted!to!linger,!I!!!
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almost!from!the!moment!the!manuscript!left!Iowa”!(Burt,!2000,!p.!1).!!In!the!following!pages,!I!will!explore!the!ways!in!which!Levine’s!work!qualifies!as!“Elliptical”!and!gesture!at!Graham’s!influence!on!Levine.!Similar!to!my!choice!of!Harvey,!I!have!chosen!to!explore!Levine’s!work!because!of!his!position!as!a!permanent!faculty!member!at!an!M.F.A.!program!and!his!strong!connections!to!Graham!and!the!Iowa!Writers’!Workshop.!! Debt!(1993)!begins!with!the!poem!“Landscape,”!an!unemotional!and!fairly!straightforward!account!of!the!speaker’s!search!for!his!friend.!!The!speaker!stands!at!the!end!of!a!cul,de,sac!holding!“the!books!a!friend!has!been!asking!for”!(Levine,!1993,!p.!13).!!Searching!for!his!friend!the!speaker!asks,!“Across!the!steel!fence,!across!the!canal!that!slices!the!landscape!in!two?”!(Levine,!1993,!p.!13).!!Here,!the!canal!that!carves!a!stark!division!in!the!landscape!prefigures!the!stylistic!shift!that!occurs!in!collection’s!next!section!titled!“At!the!Experimental!Farm.”!!While!Levine!does!nothing!to!suspect!the!“I”!he!invokes!in!“Landscape,”!he!explodes!the!idea!of!the!self!as!a!stable,!continuous,!and!wholly!realized!entity!in!the!following!poem!titled!“Work!Song.”!!! WORK!SONG!!! My!name!is!Henri.!Listen.!It’s!morning.!! I!pull!my!head!from!my!scissors,!I!pull!! the!light!bulb!from!my!mouth—Boss!comes!at!me!! while!I’m!still!blinking.!
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! Pastes!the!pink!slip!on!my!collarbone.!!! It’s!OK,!I!say,!I!was!a!lazy!worker,!and!I!stole.!! I!wipe!my!feet!on!his!skullcap!on!the!way!out.!!! I!am!Henri,!mouth!full!of!soda!crackers.!! I!live!in!Toulouse,!which!is!a!piece!of!cardboard.!!! Summers!the!Mayor!paints!it!blue,!we!fish!in!it.!! Winters!we!skate!on!it.!Children!are!always!! Drowning!or!falling!through!cracks.!Parents!are!distraught!! But!get!over!it.!It’s!easy!to!replace!a!child.!! Like!my!parents’!child,!Henri.!!! I!stuff!my!hands!in!my!shoes!! and!crawl!through!the!snow!on!all!fours.!! Animals!fear!me.!I!smell!so!good.!!! I!have!two!sets!of!footprints,!I!confuse!the!police.!! When!I!reach!the!highway!I!unzip!my!head.!! I!am!a!zipper.!A!paper!cut.!! I!fed!myself!so!many!times!! through!the!shredder!I!am!confetti,!! I!am!a!ticker,tape!parade,!I!am!an!astronaut!! Waving!from!my!convertible!at!Henri.!!
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!! Am!lean!against!! Am!the!heavy!hour!!! Hand!at!urge,!!! At!the!verge!of!one,!Am!the!ice!comb!of!the!tonsured!!! Hair,!am!the!second!! Hand,!halted,!the!velvet!opera!glove.!Am!slant.!Am!fen,!the!injure!!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Brock,Broido,!1995,!p.!1)!! !Here,!the!grammatical!slippages!and!absences!interrupt!the!possibility!of!a!coherent!and!whole!self.!Brock,Broido’s!erasure!of!the!“I”!is!a!logical!extension!of!a!multiple,!contingent,!and!fragmented!self!with!no!identifiable!core.!!As!with!“Henri”!in!Levine’s!“Work!Song,”!Brock,Broido’s!speaker!is!a!compilation!of!seemingly!unrelated!elements.!For!example,!Brock,Broido’s!implied!“I”!is!“lean!against,”!“the!heavy!hour,”!“the!ice!comb!of!the!tonsured!hair,”!“the!second!hand,”!“halted,!“the!velvet!opera!glove,”!“slant,”!“fen,”!“numb,”!and!“shoulder!&!queer!luck.”!Brock,Broido!distinguishes!her!Elliptical!poems!in!the!collection!from!those!of!her!peers!by!occasionally!erasing!the!“I”!and!by!situating!The&Master&Letters!(1995)!in!the!world!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Copeland!poet.!She!has!also!taught!at!Bennington!College!and!Princeton!University!and!is!currently!a!visiting!professor!at!Harvard.!!Burt!(1998)!describes!Brock,Broido’s!The&Master&Letters!(1995)!as!markedly!Elliptical.!
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of!Emily!Dickinson!(the!book’s!starting!point!is!the!few!letters!left!by!Emily!Dickinson!addressed!to!“Dear!Master”).!Like!Levine,!Brock,Broido!has!filled!in!Graham’s!blanks,!added!her!own!flourishes,!and!explored!alternative!modes!of!expressing!the!fractured!self.!! Levine’s!poem!“Jack!and!Jill”!from!Enola&Gay!(2000)!addresses!the!endangered!“I”!of!the!lyric!that!Brock,Broido!entirely!omits.!!The!poem!uses!the!inherited!cultural!form!of!the!nursery!rhyme!as!a!fresh!launching!point!for!an!examination!of!selfhood.!!! JACK!AND!JILL!!! He!galloped!through!the!chill.!! His!purse!rattling!with!pills.!! On!his!tongue!a!desolate!trill.!! He!pried!a!sack!of!rice!! From!a!man!with!yellow!eyes.!! His!name!was!Jack!and!Jill.!!! He!clutched!a!steel!device!! against!his!ribs.!It!saved!him!twice,!! once!from!x,rays,!once!from!vice!! and!a!woman.!The!land!was!ill.!! His!name!was!Jack!and!Jill.!
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! His!was!a!special!case.!!! At!dawn!he!scrambled!pell,mell!! through!the!woods!to!the!shadowed!rill.!! He!was!hungry.!Was!he!real?!! Was!he!a!rhyme?!Was!he!a!trace!! of!purple!smoke!escaped!from!base?!! He’d!taken!a!great!spill—!! he!swallowed!rain;!he!had!a!taste!! of!precious!metals!and!malaise.!! Is!it!easy!to!give!praise!!! when!his!name!is!Jack!and!Jill?!! He!is!rinsing!his!stained!surface!! with!heavy!water!and!a!drill.!! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Levine,!2000,!pp.!12,13)!!Here!Levine!dismantles!the!traditional!nursery!rhyme!and!replaces!it!with!a!narratively!and!metrically!deformed!version.!!The!poem’s!title!and!overdrawn!end!rhyme!provide!a!kind!of!simulacrum!of!the!nursery!rhyme.!!The!poem’s!content,!however,!marks!a!sharp!departure!from!the!culturally!inherited!version.!!Levine’s!“Jack!and!Jill”!is!a!male!individual!carrying!a!“purse!rattling!with!pills.”!!Referring!to!the!man!“Jack!and!Jill”!Levine!asks,!“Was!he!real?/!Was!he!a!rhyme?!Was!he!a!trace/!
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(Plimpton,!2001,!p.!11).!!He!explains,!“I!start!the!poem!assuming!that!I!have!to!engage!his!or!her!interest.!!There!is!no!pre,existing!reason!for!you!to!be!interested!in!me!and!certainly!not!in!my!family,!so!there!must!be!a!lure!at!the!beginning!of!the!poem”!(Plimpton,!2001,!p.!11).!He!adds,!“why!not!make!sure!he!or!she!is!on!board!at!the!beginning!of!every!book!of!poems!by!throwing!down!a!welcome!mat,!an!address!to!the!reader!before!the!book!(or!play)!proper!begins?”!(van!de!Kamp,!2001,!p.!8).!!Collins’!“welcome!mat”!in!The&Art&of&Drowning!(1995)!is!the!prefatory!poem!“Dear!Reader”!that!lures!the!reader!into!the!collection!through!flattery.!!!! DEAR!READER!!! Baudelaire!considers!you!his!brother,!!! and!Fielding!calls!out!to!you!every!few!paragraphs!! as!if!to!make!sure!you!have!not!closed!the!book,!!! and!now!I!am!summoning!you!up!again,!!! attentive!ghost,!dark!silent!figure!standing!! in!the!doorway!of!these!words.!!! Pope!welcomes!you!into!the!glow!of!his!study,!!! takes!down!a!leather,bound!Ovid!to!show!you.!! Tennyson!lifts!the!latch!to!a!moated!garden,!!! and!with!Yeats!you!lean!against!a!broken!pear!tree,!! the!day!hooded!by!low!clouds.!
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with!something!to!tell!you,!&and!you!will!look!up,!as!always,!&your!spoon!dripping!milk,!ready!to!listen.!&! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Collins,!1998,!p.!3)!The!poem’s!conversational!tone!and!uncomplicated!diction!and!syntax!function!as!a!mockery!of!Yeats’!espousal!of!difficulty!and!obscurity.!!Collins!adopts!a!persona!as!a!discourteous!speaker!and!describes!himself!as!dressed!in!“a!sweatshirt!or!robe”!and!the!reader!as!“invisible.”!!The!poem’s!ill,mannered!speaker!“stare[s]!straight!through”!the!reader!and!sees!no!reason!to!perform!niceties!such!as!passing!the!toast!or!pouring!the!reader!a!cup!of!tea.!!The!self,absorbed!speaker!prefers!instead!to!“hide!behind!the!paper.”!!In!the!rare!instance!when!the!speaker!“may!notice”!the!reader,!it!is!because!“the!tea!leaves/!of!some!dream![are]!stuck!to!the!china!slope!of!the!hour.”!!The!set!of!circumstances!Collins!deems!necessary!in!order!for!the!reader!to!be!made!visible!to!the!speaker!is!nothing!short!of!absurd.!!Collins!deepens!his!criticism!of!Yeats’!pronouncement!in!the!poem’s!final!lines!when!the!speaker!describes!the!invisible!but!attentive!reader!“as!always…ready!to!listen.”!The!reader!here!is!at!the!speaker’s!beck!and!call.!!The!“portrait”!Collins!depicts!is!not!ultimately!of!the!reader!as!much!as!it!is!of!the!self,absorbed!speaker!who!depends!on!the!reader’s!subservience.!!Overall,!the!poem!operates!not!only!as!a!rebuttal!of!Yeats’!epigraph!but!also!as!a!caricature!of!the!“discourteous”!poetry!he!espouses.!!! Collins’!poems!of!departure!for!his!collections!reflect!a!similar!attentiveness!to!the!reader!as!his!introductory!poems.!!In!“The!Flight!of!the!Reader,”!Collins’!final!
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poem!in!Sailing&Around&the&Room!(2001),!he!offers!a!humble!farewell!and!expression!of!appreciation!to!his!loyal!readers.!! THE!FLIGHT!OF!THE!READER!! You’d!think!we!would!have!had!enough!of!one!another!after!all!the!rain!streaming!down!these!windows,!the!walks!out!to!the!garden!when!it!clears,!the!same!yellow!and!white!flowers,!all!the!sleepless!nights—!the!toy!car!going!in!circles!on!the!bed!table.!! But!still,!you!stay!perched!on!my!shoulder,!cricket!or!bluebird,!!wild!parrot!digging!your!claws!into!my!loud!shirt.!! Is!it!because!I!do!not!pester!you!with!the!invisible!gnats!of!meaning,!never!release!the!whippets!of!anxiety!from!their!crates,!or!hold!up!my!monstrous!mirror,!a!thing!the!size!of!a!playing!field?!!
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The!weather!warm,!the!handwriting!familiar.!The!weather!warm,!the!handwriting!familiar.!Your!letter!flies!from!my!hand!into!the!waters!below.!Your!letter!flies!from!my!hand!into!the!waters!below.!The!familiar!waters!below!my!warm!hand.!Into!handwriting!your!weather!flies!you!letter!the!from!the.!! I!always!cross!the!highest!letter,!the!thinnest!bird.!Below!the!waters!of!my!warm!familiar!pain,!Another!hand!to!remember!your!handwriting.!The!weather!perched!for!me!on!the!shore.!Quick,!your!nervous!branch!flew!from!love.!Darken!the!mountain,!time!and!find!was!my!into!it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!was!with!to!to.!! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! (Collins,!2001,!p.!116)!Beneath!Collins’!farcical!poem!is!a!cheeky!pseudo,academic!footnote!that!reads:!!! NOTE:!The!paradelle!is!one!of!the!more!demanding!French!fixed!forms,!first!appearing!in!the!langue!d’oc!love!poetry!of!the!eleventh!century.!!It!is!a!poem!of!four!six,line!stanzas!in!which!the!first!and!second!lines,!as!well!as!the!third!and!fourth!lines!of!the!first!three!stanzas,!must!be!identical.!!The!fifth!and!sixth!lines,!which!traditionally!resolve!these!stanzas,!must!use!all!the!words!
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